
 

   Class Notes 
Class: IV 

 

Topic: Word  Power    pg no 118 and 119 

This  has to be done in the grammar book. 

Subject: English Grammar 

 

                                          Word power 

1.Make words using the following letters. Use each letter only once in each word. 

Man, mat, mad, map, mend, made. 

Nap, nest, name, neat , meat, seat. 

Eat, ate, tea, tap, cat, sat, pad, ten, pat, den.   

2.Make new words by rearranging given words. 

a. Nib ----bin                                      b. eat ---- ate                                c. dame ---made                                

       d.  rats ----- star                                   e. post -----stop                            f. rate -----tear      

        g. rose ------sore                                  h. peal ------3. leap                        i. grin ----ring                       

   

        j. pest -------step. 

3.Underline the word from the options provided that means the same as the adjective in each 

sentence. 

a) Big means the same   as       heavy/large  

b)  Happy means the same as     pleasant/ merry 

c) Swift means the same as    fast/ sudden 

d) Pleasant means the same as    interesting/ nice 

e) Rude means the same as      right/impolite 

f) Strong means the same as      powerful/hard 

       g}    Wide  means the same  as       narrow/ broad  

h) Neat means the same as          tidy/ clear 

i) Mischievous  means the same as    clever/naughty 

j)  Brave means the same as  bold/daring. 

4.Use the names of the body parts to complete the following expressions. 

a) the mouth  of a river                                                                        f)  the eyes of a potato 

b)   the  foot of a mountain                                                                  g)  the head of a family          

c)  the neck of a bottle                                                                          h) the eye of a needle 



d) The tongue of a shoe                                                                         i) the nose of an airplane                                  

e) the ears of corn                                                                                   j) the hands of a clock. 

 

    5. Insert the letters -ie or  -ei in the blanks and complete the following Words. 

a. Bel ie  f.                                                  b. n iece                                               c. ceiling 

 

      d.    series                                                        e.  receive                                          f. friend 

      g.    ancient                                                     h.  weight                                           i.  science 

      j.      foreign. 

6.Match columns A  and  B  to find out the young ones of animals. 

                        A                                                                                     B 

a. The young of a cow                                                            calf 

b. The young of a deer                                                           fawn 

c. The young of a duck                                                       duckling 

       d.     The young of a frog                                                         tadpole 

       e.    The young of a goat                                                               kid 

       f.     The young of a hen                                                            chick 

       g.    The young of a horse                                                          foal  

        h.    The young of a   lion                                                           cub 

i. The young of a rabbit                                                          kit 

       j.      The young of a   sheep                                                       lamb. 

 

7.Read the clues and write the answer. Do you notice anything special about each word pair ? 

a. The sheet of a glass in a window ……. pane. 
b. Another word for ‘ache’ …….  pain. 

c. A term of endearment used for family and friends ……. dear. 

d. An animal known for its grace and swiftness ……. deer. 

e. The flesh of an animal that can be eaten ……. meat. 
f. See someone after taking an appointment ……. meet. 

g. What we do with pen and paper? ……. write. 
h. The opposite of left and wrong ……. right. 

i. A tool for cutting wood ……. saw. 
j. Past tense of ‘see’ ……. saw. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


